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ABSTRACT

Bali as a tourist destination has a diversity of cultures, one of which is culinary arts that need to be preserved in the current era of globalization. The purpose of this study is to describe: 1) the culinary classification of Bali; 2) material structure; 3) Balinese special spices; 4) examples of dishes in the Balinese culinary festival according to classification. This type of research is a survey. Data was collected by observation and documentation. Located in Buleleng Regency, and analyzed descriptively. The results showed: 1) the culinary classification of Bali consisted of main food, coconut milk dishes, other food dishes, non-food dishes, wet snacks, dry snacks, complementary dishes, and beverages; 2) special culinary ingredients of Bali consisting of rice, corn, cassava, pork, chicken, seafood, freshwater fish, duck, various types of vegetables; 3) typical Balinese culinary spices with the term base genep even consisting of various herbs and spices with a certain composition. 4) Examples of dishes in the Balinese culinary festival according to classification: interrupted Nasi Sela, bubuh mengghu, belayag, entil, jukut ares, sate lilit, lawar, jaja laklak, jaje bendu, jaja sumping, jaja gintil, jaja klepon, sambal bongkot, sambal matah, rujak kuud, es daluman, es bir.

Balinese cuisine remains sustainable after being socialized through a culinary arts festival that is held regularly once a year by all regency governments in Bali. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is only fitting that the development of gastronomy tourism beside cultural tourism in Bali region which is often visited by domestic and foreign tourists is supported with the document of the repertoire of special Balinese culinary. They will enjoy the serving of the types of food, types of serving and types of ingredients and unique tastes, so that these can make them satisfied with the tastes and their gastronomical needs and become remembrance. Thus their visit to Bali is not only caused by the beauty of the nature, but also because of the enchantment and the variety of the culinary. However, the fact now shows that Balinese traditional food is rarely served in the hotel and restaurant industry.

Not many traditional restaurants that specialize serve special Balinese traditional food. It is pointed out that this is caused by the lack of information about the repertoire of Balinese food, the scarcity of recipe books of Balinese special food, so that a few people can serve Balinese food specialty, such as the combination of ingredients which are without special measurement can produce ingredients that are rich which are generally prepared by men as juru patus. tukang lawar (persons who lead others in food processing (Suandra, 1972))

In addition, children and adolescents are less interested in Balinese traditional food. This is caused by the growing number of fast food restaurants, food stalls that sell food fusion or modified food, which is more favorite among the adolescents. If this condition is not controlled, it can result in the loss of Balinese traditional food, which is the legacy that is passed from generation to generation, which is one of the assets that need to be preserved. The limited source of knowledge on the recipes of Balinese food specialty in the form of recipe books motivated the researchers to investigate this problem, by adopting the very fast growing information and technological advancement. This study is a strategy of information technology-based Balinese food development in which the recipes that have been taught from generation to generation were collected, identified, and tried out. Then, based on the standard recipes, the researchers wrote a book, and also a media in the form of a special website of Balinese special food recipes.

The effort at preserving the culinary art is not only limited to the holding of various food festivals which last for some days. However, the strategy to socialize culinary as an obligation for Balinese community has almost been neglected. With the advancement in science,
technology and art as seen today, in which the youth in Bali, starting from children to adolescents, rarely like Balinese traditional food and drink. They tend to like fast food and drink like french fries, which beside the fast speed the taste is delicious and surely it raises one’s status. If this condition keeps on the same, Balinese traditional food that is a legacy from the ancestors will disappear, and Bali will lose its identity, especially the uniqueness of its culinary which cannot be separated from the culture (Marsiti, 2005)

As a generation which will carry on the legacy from the Balinese ancestors, the researchers have the obligation to socialize Balinese traditional serving starting from staple food, side dishes, vegetables, a variety of snacks and drinks, by synergizing through the use of information technology in the form of the website-based Balinese traditional recipes. It is expected that Balinese community, especially children and adolescents as the community members who are sensitive to technology are able to access various recipes of Balinese traditional food, and then try them, enjoy the food. Hence, Balinese culinary art will develop and can last long as part of Balinese culture. This is parallel to the opinion of a scholar (Okech.Roselyne, 2014) that one of the key components of the relation between food and tourism is that the promotion of traditional food plays an important role in gastronomy tourism.

The strategy to develop Balinese traditional food will revive or introduce the types of Balinese traditional food. The listing and reclassification of various types of food which are socialized through the internet media are meant to make the Balinese traditional food remain unchanged, unaffected by modernization and can be inherited by the next generation. In the process of food processing, starting from the preparation (cleansing) until serving the food one should pay attention to cleanliness or hygiene and the nutrient contents. Similarly, at the time of cooking one should pay attention to the fixed temperature so that the food is not overcooked and lose a large amount of vitamins. In addition, in the preparation of food one also has to take note of the temperature.

If the temperature is not correct, it will cause the food to rot easily or to contain bacteria that are dangerous to human health. Hence, food processing largely involves knowledge, such as nutrition, physics, hygiene, sanitation etc. According to Candrawati in Sujatha (2001) Balinese traditional food, including Balinese traditional drinks should be sukla (does not contain diseases). Our body needs carbohydrate, protein, fat, vitamins, and minerals to support health. But, if the method of processing it is not clean or the persons who process it have misconceptions about the substances, then this will become a boomerang for the health of the human body. Suci defined a local food, including Balinese food as food that is found and processed, served continually from generation to generation and is different from other local food (Marsiti, 2005). Zainal et al (2010) in the journal entitled "Malaysian Gastroonomy Routes as a Tourist Destination” states that globally, the collaboration between food and tourism is reasonably growing, and the development of gastronomy / culinary art as tourism product has become a trend today. Gastronomy tourism plays an important role in introducing local food and at the same time the culture behind the food served, both from the philosophical and social aspects. Gastronomy tourism can also make a tour experience more enjoyable and has the opportunity to make the tourism atmosphere better than what is expected by tourists in serving food according to Gisslen (2004) one needs to pay attention to the appeal of the food served. Hence, in serving food that is in the form of individual portion, one must pay attention to balance (the balance between the size of the plate, the main dish, sauce, side dishes/ garnish), Colours (the balance in color among the main dish, sauce, side dishes / garnish), Shapes (better food shape), Texture (food texture can only be proven by touching). There should be a variety of texture in one food and another. Flavour (a variety of food aromas in one dish). Thus, in presenting food the arrangement on the place of presentation is related to visual appeal, efficiency and adaptability. Londono 2012 states the point is not to write sociology or psychology of the car, the point is to drive. Thus, in the context of gastronomy as a tourist attraction that gives benefits economically to the government, society and entrepreneurs, then the effort that has to be made is to cook food that will be offered to the consumers or tourists according to their appetites.

II. METHOD

This research belonged to a survey and documentation. The implementation of this study can be viewed from its goal, that is, to dig and understand extensively Balinese traditional serving. The conclusion that was made in the survey applies in a limited way, it is limited to the object that was studied, that was, Balinese special serving. This study was conducted in Buleleng Regency as one of part Bali Province. This location was selected based on the considerations as follows: (1) have a large area, with a variety of traditional Balinese food; (2) has an annual agenda Buleleng festival that features typical Balinese cuisine from various regions in Buleleng.

The method of data analysis used in this research was the descriptive qualitative method, by describing the results of the observation sheet into a sentence narration so that a conclusion could be made.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the results of the observation, in general Balinese culinary classification consists of main foods, including: nasi tulen, nasi baas barak, pesor, entil, blayag, ketipat, bubuh moreng, mengguh, side dish with coconut milk sauce, including: chicken serosob, jukut ares, jukut nangka, side dish Other sauce products, including: jukut jepang, jukut kelor, side dishes not having sauce, lawar, plecing, serombotan, urab, sate lilit, sate plecing, betutu, ikan bakar, tum be pasih, pesan be pasih. wet snacks include: jaja klepon, jaja bantal, jaja sumping, jaja lapis, jaja wajik, jaja roko-roko, jaja cerorot, jaja bendu. dry
snacks include: jaja matahari, jaja satuh, dodol, iwel, jaja uli, complementary dishes include: sambal matah, sambal mba, sambal bongkot, sambal see, and drinks; loloh cencem, loloh kunyi, loloh don blimbing, es kuud, es daluman, rujak yeh, rujak tibah, rujak kuah pindang. 2) typical culinary ingredients of Bali consisting of rice, corn, cassava, pork, chicken meat, sea fish, freshwater fish, duck, various types of vegetables; 3) Balinese culinary special spices with the term base genep even consisting of various wet, dry and spices with a certain composition. 4) Examples of dishes in the Balinese culinary festival according to classification: Nasi sela/moran, bubuh menggah, belayag, jukut ares, betutu, sate lilit, lawar, jaja bendu, jaje laklak, jaja klepon, jaja sumping, jaje gintil, rujak tibah, es daluman, es kuud, sambal matah, sambal see, sambal bongkot. Balinese cuisine remains sustainable after being socialized through a culinary arts festival that is held regularly once a year by all regency governments in Bali.

The following are the types or classification of Balinese food presented in a table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Foods</th>
<th>side dish with coconut milk sauce</th>
<th>side dish Other sauce products</th>
<th>wet snacks/ Dry snacks</th>
<th>Beverage</th>
<th>Balinese culinary special spices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nasi Besar Eparak (Steam Brown rice)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Base rajang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etni/white Rice, wrapped in banana leaves</td>
<td>Jukut nangka</td>
<td>Bubuk hantulis</td>
<td>Jajang</td>
<td>Rujak yeh</td>
<td>Base rajang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice with sweet potato</td>
<td>Jukut ares</td>
<td>Lawar nangka</td>
<td>Jaja bendu</td>
<td>Rujak kuah pindang</td>
<td>Sambal matah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balah Mangah</td>
<td>Jukut jepang</td>
<td>Sate lilit</td>
<td>Jaja gintil</td>
<td>Es kuud</td>
<td>Sambal mbe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blayag</td>
<td>Jukut balung</td>
<td>Dodolherbal</td>
<td>Rujak kuud</td>
<td>Sambel bongkot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through the website Balinese servings will be widely known by the society and will indirectly be able to be practiced and become the menu in the family circle. This is in line with the opinion of Arian (2017) that Balinese culinary is one of the arts that have to be preserved, since in reality it has been rarely made by mothers who are responsible for serving food for the daily menu. This is...
due to various factors such as today housewives are required to play a double role, as the management of the household and as worker. In addition, there are some reasons the housewives rarely choose traditional culinary to be served: it makes difficulty since it has a lot of ingredients; it takes a long time to process, and children prefer not to eat it. This is due to the effect or impact of modernization and globalization, practicality in buying fast food, so that this condition causes concern, in which the young generation from time to time will forget the traditional food.  

1 Margi, I.K, Ariani, R.P, Widiastini, N.M.A, and Suriani (2013) stated that the development of the perspective of modern society toward the way how to process traditional food that regards it as less efficient and takes a long time so that the traditional recipes taught from generation to generation from the ancestors have undergone a lot of changes, even some traditional food is not known by the young generation today. The fact shows that although Balinese special food is sold in the restaurants in Bali, it has not become an icon of the Balinese tourism, which is assumed to be caused by the use of fresh and strong ingredients, (in Balinese it is called sepek), it has not been adapted by the people outside Bali and foreigners. This becomes a challenge for Balinese community who respect the development of Balinese traditional food to to make an innovation, modification, diversification of Balinese food without losing the Balinese special characteristics. (Sirtha, 1998).

In this culinary context, Bali has its uniqueness when it is looked the way of processing and presenting the food which can have a high commercial value. The ingredients that are environmentally friendly, that is, the ingredients that are used come from the agricultural produce of Balinese community without preservatives and without any ready to use foodstuff that are sold in the market, in the end can produce specially delicious, oily and salty taste. In addition, the processing uses traditional cooking utensils that can also produce delicious food aroma, so that some places deliberately use traditional cooking utensils that attract tourists to the places (Widiastini, Ariani, & Andiani, 2014). This is parallel to Everett & Aitchison’s statement (Everett & Aitchison, 2008) that gastronomy tourism plays an important role in increasing tourists’ expenses, its a potential role in extending tourism season, and that it is important to re-examine gastronomy tourism typologies in the effort of making them sustainable. In addition, the result of a study (Pieniak Z, 2009) shows that the proposed model contributes to the understanding of the factors that form a better image of traditional food and influence the consumption of traditional food in Europe.

The general attitude toward traditional food, intimacy, and the importance of the naturalness of food emerge as the motivator of the consumption of traditional food.

IV. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This study was limited to the classification of Balinese traditional servings of: 1) main foods; side dish with coconut milk sauce; wet & dry snacks; drinks/beverage/complementary; 2) typical culinary ingredients of Bali consisting of rice, corn, cassava, pork, chicken meat, sea fish, freshwater fish, duck, various types of vegetables; 3) Balinese culinary special spices with the term base genep even consisting of various wet, dry and spices with a certain composition. 4) Examples of dishes in the Balinese culinary festival according to classification: Nasi sela/moran, bubuh menggah, belayag, jukut ares, betutu, sate lilit, lawar, jaja bendu, jaja laklak, jaja gintil, jaja sumping, jaja bendu, rujak yeh, es daluman, rujak kuud, es bir, sambal matah, sambal mbe, sambal bongkot.
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